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The Human

Interest
Story
of the
Day

“All of us, need to have an emergency road bag prepared. The great
question is, what should we pack inside of it?”
One of the problems with being an immigrant, is in having to learn a new
language and a new culture, let alone a new way to think. Not many expats find that to be easy. The Christian is called to always be prepared to
be out on the road to somewhere. It may come as an individual move or it
may come as a group exodus, but move we all will, several times in our
lives.
I have lived in several countries now. I love Australia, but I still love my
homeland as well. I have seen beautiful places in my travels and I have
learned the ability to live in all of them, appreciating them for what they are.
As a result of travel, I have learned how to go about the actual act of travel;
to take what is really necessary and what is really going to be needed on
that first trip to the ‘new place’.
The problem is, is that I always take a bit of the old place with me.
Recipes, favourite music, friendships, heirlooms and nick-nacks to remind
me of the places to which I have travelled. Some have been places where
my expectations and excitement were high as I journeyed there. Some
were not. You just do not know what to prepare for, other than ‘the road’.
I was asked to go to one place, Abilene, Texas, that was going to be a real
dump in my mind. No mountains, no clear rivers, no friends, no beauty.
Now, I like to take pictures and in Abilene, there was nothing to take
pictures of at all in my mind, and I was getting very lonely and morose.
Why would God send me here !!!
Just as it was getting hard to handle, God sent along a man named John
Whitfield, who took me out to an old deserted Calvary post of the US Army,
a place of ruins, a place from back in the Indian wars, called Fort Phantom.
We shot pictures of cactus, of sunsets, of old buildings, of each other, of
little lizards, and of tracks in the sand. What was once a place of nobeauty became a place of great beauty when this brother took time away
from his family and showed me another picture of Abilene.
John Whitfield became one of the bright lights in my life at that time, along
with a family that sort of adopted me and treated me as a son, the
Stewarts. I carry with me, everywhere I go, a picture of a cactus with the
son shining behind it and I remember Abilene as a very special place, filled
with very special memories and even greater friends, like the Stewarts, the
Longleys, the Whitfield’s, the Connel’s, and so many, many more.
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When anyone gets called on to ‘immigrate, as a simple choice, or as an
enforced choice,it is a scary thing. Who is going to look after me? Will I be
safe? Will my needs be meet? Will I find someone to be friends with
there?
These questions are hard. In the Old Testament, these and
many more were the job of the high priest, to “keep” the people.
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Why would one need to make such a summation? Shat does it tell us, really?

The
Actual
Text
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8:1 Now the main point in what has been said is this: we have such a
high priest, who has taken His seat at the right hand of the throne of the
Majesty in the heavens, 2 a minister in the sanctuary, and in the true
tabernacle, which the Lord pitched, not man. 3 For every high priest is
appointed to offer both gifts and sacrifices; hence it is necessary that this
high priest also have something to offer. 4 Now if He were on earth, He
would not be a priest at all, since there are those who offer the gifts
according to the Law; 5 who serve a copy and shadow of the heavenly
things, just as Moses was warned by God when he was about to erect the
tabernacle; for, "See," He says, "that you make all things according to the
pattern which was shown you on the mountain." 6 But now He has
obtained a more excellent ministry, by as much as He is also the mediator
of a better covenant, which has been enacted on better promises. 7 For if
that first covenant had been faultless, there would have been no occasion
sought for a second. 8 For finding fault with them, He says,

This quotation has been described by some as
The Song Of The Immigrant’s Vision
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"Behold, days are coming, says the Lord,
When I will effect a new covenant (a new land of promise)
With the house of Israel and with the house of Judah;
Cf. Passages
9 Not like the covenant which I made with their fathers
Jeremiah 31:31
On the day when I took them by the hand
Luke 22:20
To lead them out of the land of Egypt;
For they did not continue in My covenant,
II Cor. 3:6
And I did not care for them, says the Lord.
10 "For this is the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel
After those days, says the Lord:
I will put My laws into their minds,
And I will write them upon their hearts.
And I will be their God,
And they shall be My people.
11 "And they shall not teach everyone his fellow citizen,
And everyone his brother, saying, 'Know the Lord,'
For all shall know Me,
From the least to the greatest of them.
12 "For I will be merciful to their iniquities,
And I will remember their sins no more."
13 When He said, "A new covenant," He has made the first
obsolete. But whatever is becoming obsolete and growing old is
ready to disappear.

NOTE: When people immigrant they fall into three categories normally. 1) they completely reject
their former culture and immerse themselves in the new one 2) they set up, as much as possible, the first
country within the second country or 3) they find a happy balance between preserving some of the old
within the new. It seems obvious to me that the third way, for the first generation at least, has got to be
the most sensible.
We must be a people that embrace the new covenant as an immigrant
embraces a new country, to the exclusion of the old.
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1.
7 Things that
have to be in our
kit-bags and
back packs…
you have to work
on these, they
don’t just
happen

  Mindset of Survival  

Be2.
ready and
prepared to
immigrate…

Develop A Real Jesus Picture: The reality that the
‘Christian-out-on-the-road’ must keep close to his heart is
that the Christ is not a myth, but a true reality. We can
count on Him. {We all are out on the road, in the field,
having to carry our faith with us, each step of the way, -to
work, -to class, -to our homes, -to life. If we only carry a
general concept of behaviour, and consistently assume the
reality of Christ in my life, or in the congregational life, then
He will dim and fade into the darkest of backgrounds.
Fighting's and turmoil will eventuate and destroy that
person quickly. Keep the focus of Jesus, just as it
says in Hebrews 2:1. This whole book is about keeping
Jesus plainly in our focus and in our living. If all we do is
‘improve the periphery’ we will still destroy the centre.}

3.

Defend the fact that He is The Real First Authority: We
must remember that He is at the right hand of the throne of
the Majesty in the heavens

4.

Remember That He is Always Active On Our Behalf, not
a passive, High Priest.-He continually ministers in the
sanctuary / true tabernacle that God Himself has made.

Hebrews 8:6-7 But now He has obtained a more excellent
ministry, by as much as He is also the mediator of a better
covenant, which has been enacted on better promises. 7 For if
that first covenant had been faultless, there would have been
no occasion sought for a second.

4.

He fulfils all. The reality is, is that this Jesus, this Christ, has done
what the earthly priests were to do, bringing both gifts and sacrifices.
The pattern established by God is maintained in Jesus’ ministry.

5.

But He brings to us a better covenant, one that is faultless.
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...these seven points are the facts and they are uncontested !!!
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6.In God’s eternally designed plan, Jesus comes as the
answer that God had always intended. Thus a sense of
dispensationalism is incorrect in any true biblical
understanding as God has only had only plan, all along, by
which man would be saved. There were different stages to
this plan, but there was only one plan, and that came
through the efforts of the High Priest, -Jesus..
7.We are thus freed from what Paul called the ‘curse of the
law’, a dependence on my own perfection for a dependence on
the perfection that Jesus brings with Him This is the “better”
side to His work, perfect sacrifice and a new covenant to boot.

A.

Make it a point to read through the gospels every four months.
This is just a chapter per day, per month. Do it together as a
couple / family.

B.

Using a wide margin bible, note all of the Old Testament
prophecies that are answered in Jesus. Write these in the
margins in archival red ink so it will not bleed through. You
can make your own wide margin bible by using your computer
and copying down chapters of the bible that are free on the
internet.

C.

Set up a yearly ‘family bible retreat’ and challenge each other
on one of the gospels in a ‘bible bowl’ style of competition and
then make it an annual fun event, a tradition.

D.

Develop a habit of special prayer, where each day you talk to
God about one of the stories in the gospels and ask Him the
questions that you have regarding it. Discuss all things with
God, regularly, but make it a point to focus on the things that
Jesus has done and how I can communicate it better to the
community around me.

E.

Read one book per year that is on some part of Jesus life and
ministry. Get to be very well read on the subject of Jesus.

F.

Find some one who is willing to be a pen pal with you on the
subject of Jesus on the internet and share your thoughts and
observations with that person. You can even go in for teaching
on the WBS format and just write to some students as they
take the course. Get involved in sharing the very hearty of the
gospel with someone every day.

G.

Write cards to people in moments of travail and encourage
them through the works and heart of Jesus. Help them know
that they are not alone.
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The idea of a covenant needs to be understood from an Old
Testament perspective.
Covenant: an agreement / promise between God and His people, where
God makes certain promises and the people pledge themselves to certain
behavioural responses. Both sides are ‘promising’ to do something in the
contract. The term ‘covenant’ comes from the Hebrew term ‘be’rith’, which
means a cutting of an animal in to parts with the contracting parties
passing through them. [To understand the Word of God accurately
one must become familiar with the eight BIBLICAL covenants. They
fall into two classes:
(A) CONDITIONAL A covenant which guarantees that God will
do His part when the human requirements stipulated in that
covenant are met.
(B) UNCONDITIONAL Distinguished from a conditional covenant
by the fact that its ultimate fulfilment is promised by God and
depends upon God's power and sovereignty for its fulfilment.
1.
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Primary Covenants:
1.

Edenic Covenant

Genesis 1:26-31 2:16-17 (inno9ncence)

2.

Adamic Covenant

Genesis 3:16-19

3.

Noahic Covenant:

Genesis 9:1-18

4.

Abrahamic Covenant:

Genesis 12:1ff 13, 15,17, 22:15-18

(grace)

a.

Isaccian Covenant:

Genesis 26:3-24

b.

Jacobian Covenant:

Genesis 27:28-28:15

c.

Josephian Covenant Genesis 40:15

5.

Mosaic Covenant

Exodus 20-31

6.

Davidic Covenant:

II Samuel 7:4-16 I Chron. 17:3-15

7.

Precursive Covenant:

Jeremiah 31:31-40

2.

Genesis is the training of the eye, the building of the primary relationship
between God and man. We first learn of God and his power and authority,
and then we learn of His concerned involvement with His creature. The
primary covenant that is cut, in Genesis is the one that begins with the
knowledge and disclosure of God.

3.

Supersessionsim: The belief that the covenants of the Old Testament
will be superseded by one final covenant, one that will be established6in
and by the messiah.
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The New Covenant:
1.

The New Covenant is very different from the Old Covenant. The new
covenant is based on what Jesus did for us, as opposed to the old
covenant which was based on our having to fulfil to a law code
perfectly.

2.

Legalism, is not a good thing. The Law of Moses was designed to be
weak and useless for a reason, -to show us the futility of trying to live
off of our own merits. We can not do that. Galatians 3:9-14
So then those who are of faith are blessed with Abraham, the
believer. 10 For as many as are of the works of the Law are under a
curse; for it is written, "Cursed is everyone who does not abide by
all things written in the book of the law, to perform them." 11 Now
that no one is justified by the Law before God is evident; for, " The
righteous man shall live by faith. " 12 However, the Law is not of
faith; on the contrary, "He who practices them shall live by them."
13 Christ redeemed us from the curse of the Law, having become a
curse for us — for it is written, "Cursed is everyone who hangs on
a tree" — 14 in order that in Christ Jesus the blessing of Abraham
might come to the Gentiles, so that we might receive the promise of
the Spirit through faith.
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3.

The great difference between legalists and non-legalists is not the
number of laws that one is required to obey and fulfil It is the point in
which we place our dependence.

4.

So what are you saying?
I am saying that as New Covenant
Christians we have things we must do to please God.
The New
Covenant is not totally free from requirements !!

5.

The “First Requirement’ is to honour Jesus as the absolute Lord, the
sovereign, the one who makes the rules. That is the first great point
of the letter to the Hebrews.

6.

The “Second Requirement” is to always focus on Jesus. If you do
not know what He looks like, how will you know if you are following
Him or not. (I do not speak of physical knowledge as to His looks,
but to the spirit of Him and to what He asks us to stand for.)

7.

This means that I use His words and the overtly simplicity that the
New Covenant is already written in to expound the truths that define
the New Covenant.
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Covenants of Law and Covenants of Promise
1.

Points of origin differ:
the “Jerusalem above”

One is from Mt Sinai and one is from
Galatians 4:24-26

2.

Points of purpose differ: Paul said that the ‘first covenant’ is
one of a ‘ministry of death’ and condemnation. II Corinthians
3:7-9
Romans 8:3

3.

Points of efficacy differs: The covenant of promise is one
that says that God will provide what man can not provide,
salvation in spite of man’s inability to keep the law.
Ephesians 2:12

4.

Points of authorship differ: Jesus is the author of the ‘better
covenant’. Hebrews 9:15

5.

Focal Point of relationship differs: Jesus death served as
an oath of God promise that He would give us salvation
Hebrews 7:28
Taken from Nelson’s Bible Dictionary

Covenant of Blood (Covenant of Promise)
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6.

Of the blood: The new covenant is in the blood of Jesus. In
Luke 22:20, Jesus is establishing the Lord’s Supper, and here
He describes the new covenant that is coming as being one ‘in
His blood’.

7.

Spiritual Liberty: Christianity is built on blood. It is never to
be forgotten that the church was brought into being by the
blood of Jesus, shed on the cross for us. Just like in life
today, our liberty will require the shedding of blood periodically.
Our spiritual liberty required that Jesus shed His precious and
unblemished blood for our sins.

8.

Sin Payment: The entire concept of the ‘covenant of promise’
is based on the idea of the payment of sin debt of mankind, by
the only source that is capable of doing the job. Hebrews 8:6
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The immigrant sees a hope in the cities and farms of his ‘new
homeland’. It is natural and it is good. For the Christian immigrant, we
see a relationship with Jesus that over-rides all other visions. The
works of the law is the old country from which we fled with all of its
impossibilities and legalisms.

Question for Sunday Morning Discussion
1. What is the covenant of promise mentioned in Ephesians
2:12? How does it affect the teachings in Hebrews 9?
2. In this chapter of Hebrews, is Jesus ruling or is He just
beside the throne? What would be the difference between
these two perspectives. How will it affect our concept of
Heavenly authority?
3. What does ‘copy and shadow’ actually mean?
type and antitypes in biblical study?

What are

4. What does the phrase mean, “make all things according to
the pattern”? How does a full ‘pattern’ sense of authority
work today in the New Covenant?
5. What does the writer means when he quotes the passage
that says that God will put His laws in our minds and write
them on our hearts.”? What does the quote itself mean?
6. Can this be poetical?
poetical?

How would we know if it were

7. Is there a need for a written revelation from God if they are
in our minds and on our hearts?
8. How will the Old Covenant ‘disappear’? Will any part of it
‘remain’ in effect under the New Covenat? How do you
know?
9. What is legalism, really? Is there legalism in the church
today? Please give some examples if you believe so?
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A.

Please name six points of difference between the Old Testament and the New
Testament that are of personal significance to you, and be prepared to discuss
them in class. You will need to give book chapter and verse for the Old Covenant
position and for the New Covenant position.

B.

Why does the church have such a hard time with grace and law questions? What
has caused the church to orient itself to the extremes in these areas?
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